CASE STUDY

LOOMLOOGIC
Loomlogic is a social real estate platform
that allows Real Estate professionals to
connect with referral agents, buyers ’
agents, listing agents, lenders and
vendors. In a simple, user - friendly
platform, Loomlogic manages your entire
team team, leads, lenders, and closings
from one convenient location

When I came up with an idea of
creating CRM for real estate it was
crucial to cooperate with
an involved team who would act as
a part of a project. SoftBistro
showed the best expertise of their
developers who were dedicated to
my project and acted as if it was
their own. Thanks for great work of
SoftBistro Team LoomLogic was
recognized by Zillow as one of the
most successful projects in US real
estate market."
Alex Tkachuk
Founder/CEO
softbistro.com

Goal
Our goal was to create a platform for real estate agents to simplify their daily routine by client
cooperation, tracking and automation. We had to create a CRM that would reveal and save all
actions like calls, deals, transactions, etc. to engage with clients more efficiently. Our team
planned to develop a software that keeps all information about a buyer in one place and be
made available to agents, lenders and bank managers to providing quicker services.
The LoomLogic platform should not only show the previous interactions with the client but also
enable future planning like setting up tasks, next steps and deadlines for a team. The principal
agent should have an opportunity to create and manage his own team as well as track team
members work. That in mind, we were tasked to developed features like:
Sms auto-responding
Email marketing automation
Activity management
Call tracking
Transaction management
Team performance and scheduling
Commission tracking
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Challenge
By addressing all the client's challenges, we were able to set the stage for a successful project
developing features to:

Accelerate the response time to the prospect’s request;

Needed an opportunity to send notifications to the agents directly after any action made by their
prospects, for ex. reviewing, comparisons, estimating etc.

Systematize and store all information in one place;

Had to systemise and store a huge amount of information in one reliable and secure storage
system.

Create a system for tracking engagement of agents and lenders;

LoomLogic needed a system to allow efficient communication between an agent and lender to
track their engagement with each other.

Build out a Team management system;

It was necessary to develop features that would allow creation and management of teamwork
throughout the project by principal agent.

Fulfill a client's profile with all possible information

Further enhancing a more personal relation with clients, agents needed to be provided with
additional information like birthdays, interests, hobbies, etc.
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Solution

Solution

Having analyzed all existing technologies, we found RoR as the most fitting tech for this
project. Initially, the latest version of RoR (4.2.4) was used and after a few tests and trials, our
engineers discovered RoR 4.2.4 had critical troubles with requests to the database. It was
quickly determined that RoR 4.1.4 to the most suitable route.
For example:
- Version 4.1.4 (correct):
SELECT "leads".* FROM "leads" WHERE "leads"."deleted_flag" = 'f' WHERE "leads"."id" in
(SELECT "leads"."id" FROM "leads" WHERE "lead"."status" = 'new' )/
Version 4.2.4 (incorrect):
SELECT "leads".* FROM "leads" WHERE "leads"."deleted_flag" = $1 WHERE "leads"."id" in
(SELECT "leads"."id" FROM "leads" WHERE "lead"."status" = $2 ) [["deleted_flag", "f"]]
-

We developed several types of notifications including SMS messaging. While email was still
the most convenient method, we enhanced the service by using Amazon SES (simple email
service) through S3. Another option to be enhanced was the call functionality and this was
solved through an integration of Twilio through their platform.
Because of the huge amount of data, Postgres Amazon RDS was chosen to be the fastest and
optimal solution for developing our own database. The issue with file storage was solved by
using Amazon S3.
For better team management, we created different roles within the platform. For example, a
principal agent could now analyze and compare a performance of different team members,
scheduled tasks and build graphical table reports to gain the better understanding ofof
ongoing and past projects.
To gain further insight of all possible information about client, we integrated two applications
“People” and “FullContact”, which allowed us to implement information from social media,
websites, and other resources.
media, websites, and other resources.
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Result
Through enthusiasm, hard work and creativity of our team, we managed to develop a unique software
solution; LoomLogic was recognized by Zillow as one of the most successful projects in US real estate
market.
A user-friendly interface made it easy to use despite a huge amount of vitally. Loomlogic became an
integral part of agents daily routine that has now made their workflow simpler and more efficient,
reducing the amount of manual processes needed to close deals.
The CRM has enabled companies to interact with referral agents, buyers agents, listing agents, lenders
and vendors making Loomlogic the transparent, convenient solution to get ahead in real estate.

Technology
Ruby On Rails 4.1.4
Ruby 2.1.3

Html5 (haml)
Css3 (sass)

Javascript (coffescript)
Jquery, jquery-ui-rails, jqueryfileupload-rails

Bootstrap

ABOUT SOFTBISTRO
SoftBistro is a boutique software development studio of 100+ software engineers specializing in Java,
RoR, PHP, iOS, Android, DevOps, BI/DE, and IT services.
Our goal is to help companies disrupt markets and revolutionize industries by serving innovators of
different sizes: from start-ups in Silicon Valley to publicly traded Shutterstock, Chegg and Freelancer;
from large educational institutions like California State University to governmental and nonprofit
organizations.
We're based in Silicon Valley, NYC, and Seattle with two development centers in Lviv and
Khmelnytskyi "K-city" Ukraine
SoftBistro Inc. 535 Mission St, 14th floor, San Francisco, CA 94105
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